2018 Report on 8th Mission School in Nepal
Despite the fact that this is my 9th trip to Nepal, arriving in Kathmandu is always a culture
shock. The prevalent Hindu way of life hits you as soon as you step off the plane. A
multiplicity of idols adorn the airport building. As usual, 2 lone cows stand poised and
undisturbed in the middle of the very busy main road, exercising their ‘royal right’ as sacred
and venerated creatures, inhaling the exhaust fumes as the heavy traffic rushes by! The air is
thick with dust and a toxic fog; the
pollution level remaining notoriously high
in the Kathmandu valley. The devastation
from the 2015 earthquakes still remains
painfully visible in the city with rubble and
dust everywhere; with gaping holes
where whole buildings have collapsed or
are still in the process of being
dismantled. Piles of bricks and building
These ‘sacred cows’ will spend the whole day in the middle of the road
materials lie strewn amongst heaps of
rotting garbage. Lopsided electricity poles adorned with masses of tangled wires line the
streets; live wires dangle precariously above the sidewalks or are looped over fences or
around shrubs, causing pedestrians to tread
cautiously. In spite of the structural warnings
following the 2015 earthquakes, the city continues
to expand haphazardly, ‘reaching for the sky’, as
new floors are added to existing flimsy matchbox
buildings. It is well known that many buildings fail
to meet even basic building codes and of course
they are seismically unsafe. Hundreds of community
school buildings are yet to be reconstructed in the
remote areas. Classes in Gorkha are still being run
in prefabricated huts. The local newspapers speak of
‘the difficulty in distributing funds’ donated to assist
the earthquake affected regions’ and corruption and
poor management are repeatedly cited. The rat-race
of life continues furiously in this densely populated
city; the beautiful Nepalese people appearing
largely resigned to the ongoing chaos and turmoil.
The predominating need to survive draws more and
A woman patiently squats for hours waiting to sell her vegetables more people from the remote places to the city,
hoping to make a semblance of a living. Coming
from the protected and beautiful green pastures
of ‘Cow Hill’, Estal, France, life in Kathmandu
city is a rude awaking and sharp reminder of
the basic essentials of life which are so easily
taken for granted by us, who are presently
blessed with lives void of any real scarcity.

The moon makes its appearance framed by a tangled web of electrical
wires

Pastor Krishna and Pabitra are like pillars of
resilience, having gone through a very tough
year with health, family and other challenges

constantly rocking their lives. Krishna is still suffering pain in his thyroid gland and continues
with his medication. The treatment has aggravated his long standing diabetes problem and he
now has to inject himself with insulin twice a day. In spite of these problems
problems he ploughs
pl
on
labouring for the Lord, a work from which,
which he says, he can never ‘retire’.
‘retire’
The Mission School has been running since early January, and the
class of 15 eager students was waiting for me. (5
( girls and 10 boys)
Two of the boys, Prem and Tilak, had travelled nearly 4 days from
Jajarkot, Barekot, a very
remote place, to get to the
school. Both of them,
them already
married, have plans to start
house churches in their villages
on completing the Mission
School. Another boy, Prabin,
came from the Chepang jungle
tribe in South Eastern
E
Nepal.
There are very few people who
are educated in this tribe, and
Prabin intends
ntends to return to help
“save” his tribe. During the
intensive 17 days teaching, I
Prabin explaining the triune God
shared with them much of the
contents of the teaching manual, “The Foundations of
the Christian Faith”. This is the first class in which the
students have had copies of the teaching manual,
which
h was finally printed last year. This facilitated the
teaching, allowing me greater freedom to focus on
Prem and Tikak, with Pastor Krishna
certain topics knowing that the students have the full
contents of the course in their manuals, and can study independently. (Prem is holding the
manual in the above photo.)The preparation of this teaching manual was long-requested
lon
by
Pastor Krishna, and it was an extensive and laborious task for it not only contains
contain the 14
Lessons compiled for my class, (translated by Krishna into Nepalese), but also all the photo
illustrations of the teaching tools and instructions on how to use them. The feed-back
concerning the manual has been very positive,
positive and I am just beginning to realise how God

The students finish preparing the tools by painting them.

can choose to use it. All
ll the former students who are working in the ministry,
ministry and others,
have received copies and for many of them it is already proving to be a valuable handbook in
their remote places, reminding them also of much of the ground covered while at the Mission
School, and helping them to share truth with others. (II am very thankful for the help and
encouragement that I received while I was working on this long project.)
project. With the students, I
spent much time focussing on the central message of the Gospel, and also how to use the
visual tools when presenting the Gospel message. Although att first timid,
timid to stand and share,

by the end of the 17 days, they had made remarkable progress and were presenting the
Gospel message with clarity and assurance.

We explored many other areas of the faith; God’s holiness, God’s love, the importance of
forgiveness, our position in Christ and Christian growth, the persistent shadow of ‘the old
man’, the inevitability of persecution, deception in the church and so many other topics. The
teaching on forgiveness deeply impacted the group. I was greatly rewarded and encouraged
by the positive feed-back from the students. The classes will continue through to the end of
June and then a field-trip is planned to one of the student’s villages in order to pave the way
for a future house-church. The graduation will be in mid-July.

Because of the increasing persecution against Christians in Nepal, Krishna and his team have
to walk circumspectly. They are having to teach how to evangelize in a different way. There is
also a rising concern about denunciation from within the church. (People feigning true

conversion or an interest in the faith, who then accuse the church group of having coerced
them
hem into accepting Christianity against their will.) Difficult times lie ahead.
Krishna is purposefully stepping back from many public positions he formally held to adopt a
more low key profile which hopefully will be
less targeted. This will also allow him to
focus more on the work at the Mission
School, which he now feels is his first
priority. The hostile locals living around the
Mission School, (very strict Brahmins), would
like to see the Mission School closed down.
Plots of land have been bought right
alongside the Mission School and large
buildings are being constructed. One of these
buildings almost touches the north-side
north
wall
of the School and when it is complete, it will
block out nearly all the light in the
classroom. However, in spite of all these
Looking out from the classroom window
pressures, there were 6 new baptisms in
Krishna’s church! God is pouring
ouring out His Spirit upon this people and clearly,
clearly ‘while it is day,’
this work will continue. But we all know, as Jesus said, “the night is coming
coming when no one can
work.” (John 9:4) Working alongside Krishna always reminds me of the necessity of holding
lightly to the things of this world,
world for this ever-darkening planet is not our ultimate home. Let
us not get distracted by digging our roots too deeply in this temporal life. Please keep all this
work in your prayers.
I also had the joy of spending some in
in-depth time with the children of the Little Feet Home
and their house parents. We went on a much needed
clothes shopping outing, and also shared
sha
a meal in a
local restaurant. A full report on this
work will be posted in the 2018 New
Dawn Newsletter
ewsletter in a few months’
time. I also shared some special time
with Rupa who, supported by New
Dawn is successfully continuing with
her nursing training. Isha was not in
Nepal, for she is away on a training
internship in China, (assisted by New
Dawn,) in the context of her Hotel
Management Course.

Five older children, still live in Pastor
Krishna’s home.
e. They are all involved
in completing some level of studies.
Pabitra celebrates her birthday with all the older children
(Rupa is still with them.)
We would like to thank you again for your faithful prayer support which is precious. Also, we
would like to thank all those who donate to New Dawn enabling us to be able
a
to continue to
finance all these worthy projects.
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